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Book your Space

Digitalisation of the working world is progressing at a dizzying pace. 
New solutions are launched on the market every day. ASSMANN 
SMART Office Solutions are part of them. As one of Europe’s leading 
manufacturers of office furniture, we are constantly reinventing the 
world of work. To do so, we develop office solutions like the ASSMANN 
SMART booking software that gives employees and companies new 
and attractive opportunities to design their working routines.
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New Work is thought of as the working method of the future, but it actually arrived a 
long time ago – and many companies have placed its practical implementation at the 
top of their agendas. This transformation means more than just digitalisation and en-
compasses innovative methods of work organisation and workplace design affecting 
virtually every area.

People are focusing more and more on mobile work and working from home, and the 
modernisation of workplace concepts is currently progressing at a mind-boggling pace 
across every sector of the economy. What counts now is to recognise and harness the 
potential that these new opportunities bring. To ensure that this transformation suc-
ceeds, we not only offer the right furnishing solutions and furniture, but also the mat-
ching software, smart interfaces and personal consulting on workplace design. This 
approach turns an array of standalone solutions for workplace organisation into an 
end-to-end strategy in which ASSMANN SMART Office Solutions enable easy all-
round management of New Work approaches.
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Discover and harness the potential 
of New Work. ASSMANN SMART 
Office Solutions.



The new working world comes with a vast array of digital solutions that simplify plan-
ning and processes, eliminate routine tasks, enable productive virtual meetings and 
much more. Each program is useful in itself, but often there is a lack of a connecting 
feature to ensure meaningful coordination of the individual solutions. Collaboration 
is the magic word. This is where ASSMANN SMART Office steps in to enable the intel-
ligent integration and central management of useful programs such as time logging 
systems, meeting tools, email systems and calendar functions.

ASSMANN SMART closes the gap 
between digital applications and 
the reality of working life.

Features of the ASSMANN SMART booking software

  Integration and connection of all office workplaces, conference rooms, parking 
spaces, cabinets and all other generally accessible and shared furniture using 
RFID chips, NFC or QR codes

 Individual booking by PC, laptop, smartphone or tablet
  Occupation and capacity overview  
 Management of personal settings for standing and seat heights on 

 adjustable furniture
  History of furniture bookings and occupation data to produce optimised room 

and usage profiles
 Interfaces for integration in mobile office solutions
  Interfaces to facility management or time logging systems  
  Fast integration of furniture, rooms, parking spaces and company vehicles  
  Available either as a standalone software solution or as a sensor-assisted 

end-to-end package
   Integration of passive bookings and release of booked but unused resources
  Compatible with conference room screens, kiosk systems and guest manage-

ment programs with display on PC, laptop, tablet and smartphone apps
   Simplification of multi-site, facility or floor management
   Usage analysis for all available sitting/standing desks
   Mapping of maintenance issues and evaluation of all fault notifications
 The cloud-based solution requires little to no hardware or network resources
  GDPR compliant
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It is already clear: New Work will add flexibility and above all mobility to our office work. 
And ASSMANN SMART Office Solutions will contribute to this development by 
enabling employees to rise to the fresh challenges of organising their work. This is 
because the ASSMANN SMART booking software creates a connectivity network for 
all office workplaces and more. You will be thrilled by the countless opportunities to 
organise mobile work.

Convenient: Mobile booking
of workplaces, lockers, project 
space and more using a smart-
phone or tablet  

Training room Conference room

Parking space/e-charging station

LockerWorkplaceProject space
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My workplace

Book your own height-adjustable desk with personal settings 

and your own swivel chair.

Generally, employees will also require secure filing space with 

storage compartments for their paper documents. This is 

bookable as well!

My filing space

My handover

A secure locker can be booked to hand over projects, and the 

relevant staff are notified that something has been deposited in 

the locker for retrieval. The access code is transmitted in a 

digital message.

If one thinks of office furniture and equipment as hardware, then ASSMANN SMART 
office software creates the connections and interfaces to the digital world of work. 
It doesn’t matter whether it’s an open space solution with desk sharing or mobile work. 
Preconfigured office workplaces or software-controlled electronic locker systems make 
your work more flexible and conveniently improve internal workflows and structures.

My profile, my workplace the
convenient way – with ASSMANN 
SMART
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ASSMANN SMART BUCHUNGSSOFTWARE
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My team room

Central booking and reservation of a conference room for 

team presentations or brainstorming sessions.

My car, my parking space

A company car can be booked from the fleet for business travel. 

Parking spaces or e-charging stations can also be reserved for 

personal vehicles.

A blend of mobile and stationary scenarios is a characteristic feature of New Work. 
People increasingly prefer to work from home, at least for defined portions of their 
working hours. Some of them, who were already doing mobile work previously becau-
se of the nature of their jobs – e.g. sales staff – are now profiting from the new digital 
applications. ASSMANN SMART Office creates added flexibility and agility for all 
departments and employees, while at the same time improving transparency and 
connectivity between the various organisational units – regardless of where the work 
is actually being performed.

Injecting flexibility and agility 
into mobile work
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Digitalisation and mobile work have been on the agenda for years. But the issue 
became even more topical in 2020 with the onset of the covid-19 pandemic, when 
companies and their employees were forced to learn new ways of coordinating and 
organising their work. A greater acceptance of digital tools and an openness for their 
benefits is noticeable everywhere. ASSMANN SMART is the best way to put New 
Work methods and all their benefits into practice.

ASSMANN SMART – the ideal 
solution for companies and
employees

Good for the staff:

  Working from home – whether permanently or sometimes –
 has become an integral part of organising routines for every office worker.
  The digital solutions are highly intuitive and easy to use.
 Their neat, pictorial format is easy to understand and promotes user   

 acceptance from day one.
 Working with smart solutions is innovative and inspires users to look for 

 additional opportunities.
  Installing ASSMANN SMART sends a clear signal: the company is 

innovative and up to speed with New Work.

Good for the company:

  ASSMANN SMART connects a large number of current digital solutions 
that have used so far as standalone apps.

  Adds many new opportunities and services.
  Noticeably practical benefits for booking parking spaces and rooms.
  Increase in staff self-organisation and motivation.
 Quick and easy to install. It only takes one or two working days to   

 connect a company with up to 100 workplaces.
 The smart solutions deliver important data and facts on the use of 

 all connected services like room occupation or the frequency with which 
 configuration options are used for height-adjustable desks.
 The collected analysis data refers to the use and not to specific persons.
 ASSMANN SMART is a cloud-based solution and does not require 

 additional company resources after installation.
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We offer you the option of installing our smart solutions in a mutually defined 
workplace trial environment and letting your test employees work with the system. 
Our support is free – just get in touch!

E-Mail: smartinfo@assmann.de

Launch your free trial environment!

ASSMANN SMART Office-Services:

 Consulting and implementation for a flexible office.
  Planning and visualisation of new work environments and space concepts, 

as well as the reorganisation of current workplaces.
  Interfaces to existing time logging or facility management systems and 

implementation of system integration if necessary.
 User training. 
  Joint preparation of user rules.

Learn more about ASSMANN SMART: 
www.assmann.de/en/products/assmann-smart
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We always expect nothing but the best from our work – whether it be product quality, services or the responsible use of 
our environment and natural resources. Our product and sustainability awards as well as quality and safety certifications 
prove that product design, premium quality and the use of safe materials are essential when it comes to creating modern 
working environments.

Exellent GOOD WORK

Office swivel chairs 
Comfortable and ergonomic seating quality, appealing modern 

and distinct design features as well as easy operation 
in an extensive range of colours and surface finishes. 

Seating furniture
High-quality armchairs, comfortable sofas, modern and stackable 

multi-purpose chairs as well as fully combinable seating 
modules with the best seating comfort, available in countless 

colours and options.

Office kitchen 
Modern, premium kitchens with optimum functionality and 
extensive storage space options, high-quality fittings and

a wide range of design options. 

Desks 
Modern design, a variety of models and proven quality, 

combined with optimal functionality as well as variable height 
settings to ensure an ergonomic workstation.

Seminar and meeting
Flexible and functional furnishing solutions for meetings, 
seminars and conferences with customisable variations 

and flexible combination options.

Reception
Modular, individually designed reception and counter systems 

for furnishing the reception area with customisable surface 
finishes and practical additional functions.

Lounge furniture 
Open and closed room-in-room meeting and communication 

pods as well as flexible seating elements and comfortable lounge 
furniture in a variety of designs and surface finishes.

Room acoustic 
Acoustically effective furnishing solutions with attractive surface 

finishes as well as complementary accessories and movable wall 
systems to improve room acoustics.

Booking systems 
Intelligent smart office solutions for organising office workplaces 
with sensor-assisted booking systems and software-controlled 

locker systems.

Services 
Comprehensive consulting and planning services for the design 

and installation of modern working environments as well as 
pre-sales and after-sales support services.

Accessories
Innovative docking systems, multifunctional organisation rails as 

well as acoustically and hygienically effective partition wall
systems in a wide range of designs and surface finishes. 

Storage space
Furnishing solutions for interior design with functional storage
space, modern wall shelves as well as secure locker cabinets.

Furnishing solutions and services
all under one roof
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ASSMANN BÜROMÖBEL GMBH & CO. KG

Heinrich-Assmann-Straße 11 
D-49324 Melle

Postfach 1420
D-49304 Melle

Phone +49 (0) 5422 706-0

info@assmann.de
www.assmann.de


